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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 2022

Brought to you by:

The Center for Arbitration and Mediation of the Chamber of Commerce Brazil-Canada (CAM-CCBC) has the great pleasure to present you the pre-launch
of the sponsorship opportunities for the IX Edition of CAM-CCBC’s Arbitration Congress.
Over the past eight years, we have developed and enhanced the CAM-CCBC Arbitration Congress ("Congress"). The carefully organized infrastructure,
combined with a pragmatic perspective on the challenges of arbitration, has contributed to the event’s global relevance, ensuring its place of honor in the
international arbitration agenda.
The Congress also celebrates Sao Paulo as a seat for international arbitrations, inaugurating every year the Sao Paulo Arbitration Week (SPAW), a whole
week of events jointly organized by several national and international institutions.
After two years hosting the event 100% online, we will return to the Hilton São Paulo Morumbi Hotel, guaranteeing the long-awaited face-to-face encounter
with the audience.
It will be a great honor to count on your support to continue this mission together and promote the much-needed debate about the present and the future
of arbitration.
Sincerely,

Eleonora Coelho
President

Patrícia Kobayashi
Secretary General

About CAM-CCBC
Founded in 1979, CAM-CCBC is the pioneering Brazilian institution
in the administration of Alternative Dispute Resolutions (ADRs).
Specialized in complex commercial disputes, CAM-CCBC is the
Brazilian leader in the segment and responsible for an expressive
portion of arbitrations involving both domestic and foreign parties.
Learn more in www.camccbc.org.br

About the Congress
Since 2014, CAM-CCBC has promoted the Congress annually, aiming to
address the present and the future of arbitration, which is the most
widely used method for resolving complex commercial disputes.
Traditionally, the event tackles practical aspects of arbitration and its most
relevant challenges. Renowned professionals from several nationalities
discuss the evolution of arbitration and complex disputes in a constantly
transforming commercial scenario.
The sixth edition of the event, in 2019, received, in person, more than
500 participants and 39 speakers, from 8 different nationalities, divided
in 7 panels.
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In 2020, a year of adaptation for everyone, the Center innovated in the
Congress’ format, broadcasting it from a recording studio in Sao Paulo
with the support of 27 sponsors and 9 institutional supporters.
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In 2021, the CAM-CCBC Arbitration Congress innovated once again in
the format, broadcasting the event from a 3D digital studio in Sao Paulo
while bringing together more than 1,600 registered participants, 24
sponsors, and 24 institutional supporters in a two-day event.
Our carefully selected lineup and the dynamic broadcast platform
created the ideal environment for a high-level debate with the most
important players in the market.
Each year, the generous contribution of speakers, the backing of
sponsors and supporters, and the active engagement of attendees
ensure the success of the CAM-CCBC’s Arbitration Congress.

Sponsorship Opportunities
Benefits

Blue

Green
8 slots

14 slots

10

5

2

40%

25%

15%

100% size

70% size

40% size

100% size
300 words

70% size
200 words

40% size
100 words

3

2

1

100% size

70% size

40% size

R$50.000

R$32.000

R$22.000

5 slots

Complimentary registration

Registration

Discount for additional registration

Red

Acknowledgment in common areas with a sponsor-provided banner
Conference room
and Networking

Logo displayed in the foyer
Logo displayed on slideshows in-between lectures
Logo displayed on e-mail marketing
Recognition of the sponsor in CAM-CCBC's social networks
(Instagram, Facebook and LinkedIn)

Website and social media

Sponsor’s profile on the Congress’ website
Sponsor logo at top of Congress website homepage
1 (one) video in the sponsor's profile on the Congress website
Logo and website on the Congress sponsors page

Congress gift bag
Program and certificates

Promotional gift to be included in the gift bag*
Logo displayed in the certificate
Logo displayed in the program

Value of Investment:

*it is also suggested that the gift meets the sustainability standards of the congress.

Terms and conditions
1.

Sponsorship shall be paid free and clear of all deductions or withholdings
whatsoever. Sponsorship will only be accepted until 30 July 2022.

2.

Sponsor’s logo must be supplied in EPS Vector format. The size of the logo will
be fixed considering the proportion of the sponsorship quota, respecting the
dimensions of the graphic material.
All promotional material must be sent to:

3.

Brazil-Canada Chamber of Commerce
In care of Paulo Muranaka
Rua do Rocio, 220, 13th floor, conj. 132, Vila Olímpia
Sao Paulo | SP, zip code: 04552-000

The blue sponsor's banner must be made in the roll up model, in measures:
80cm (W) x 2m (H).

4.

Identification: Material of the Sponsor of the IX CAM-CCBC Congress

The gifts must be delivered to CAM-CCBC by the 13th of August 2022, it is
also suggested that the gift meets the sustainability standards of the congress.

For more information or suggestions please contact:
paulo.muranaka@ccbc.org.br or congresso.cam@ccbc.org.br

Data and Facts:

50%

of Women Speakers

Participants from

29

countries.

24

Sponsors.

24

Institutional
Supporters

Speakers from

14

nationalities.

+1600

+800

Unique users logged
live during the event.

Opening event
of the

Registered Participants.

We thank the enormous support provided by our sponsors to the
VIII CAM-CCBC Arbitration Congress.

Sponsors

We thank the enormous support to the
VIII CAM-CCBC Arbitration Congress.

Institutional
support
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The present and the future
of the Arbitration in debate.
www.congressocamccbc.org.br
Follow CAM-CCBC on the social networks:

